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A Review and Synthesis of Recreation
Ecology Research Supporting Carrying
Capacity and Visitor Use
Management Decisionmaking
Jeffrey L. Marion

Resource and experiential impacts associated with visitation to wilderness and other similar backcountry settings
have long been addressed by land managers under the context of “carrying capacity” decisionmaking.
Determining a maximum level of allowable use, below which high-quality resource and experiential conditions
would be sustained, was an early focus in the 1960s and 1970s. However, decades of recreation ecology
research have shown that the severity and areal extent of visitor impact problems are influenced by an
interrelated array of use-related, environmental, and managerial factors. This complexity, with similar findings
from social science research, prompted scientists and managers to develop more comprehensive carrying capacity
frameworks, including a new Visitor Use Management framework. These frameworks rely on a diverse array of
management strategies and actions, often termed a “management toolbox,” for resolving visitor impact
problems. This article reviews the most recent and relevant recreation ecology studies that have been applied
in wildland settings to avoid or minimize resource impacts. The key findings and their management implications
are highlighted to support the professional management of common trail, recreation site, and wildlife impact
problems. These studies illustrate the need to select from a more diverse array of impact management strategies
and actions based on an evaluation of problems to identify the most influential factors that can be manipulated.

Keywords: recreation ecology, carrying capacity, visitor impact management, management efficacy,
wilderness, visitor use management

V isitor impacts to wilderness and
similar backcountry “wildland” set-
tings represent an increasing chal-

lenge for land managers guided by mandates
to achieve and maintain high-quality re-
source conditions and visitor experiences. As
reviewed in the accompanying article (Mar-
ion et al. 2016), recreation ecology studies
have documented the types and severity of
impacts occurring to vegetation, soils, wild-

life, and water resources (see also Cole 2004,
Monz et al. 2010, Newsome et al. 2013,
Hammitt et al. 2015). An understanding of
these impacts and their areal extent, rates
of change, and relationships to important
causal and influential factors is critical to se-
lecting and implementing effective manage-
ment responses that avoid or minimize rec-
reation-related resource impacts. This article
updates Leung and Marion (2000a), provid-

ing a state-of-knowledge review of recent
recreation ecology studies that inform the
development of effective carrying capacity
and visitor impact management decision-
making, including strategies and actions for
minimizing resource impacts caused by vis-
itation in wildland settings.

Carrying capacity has long provided the
predominant framework for planning and
management decisionmaking that addresses
the protection of natural resource and social
conditions (Manning 2011). Over time,
managers have shifted from a narrow focus
on numeric carrying capacity to a broader
decisionmaking process that incorporates a
more comprehensive array of management
strategies and actions (Graefe et al. 2011).
Most recently, six US federal agencies (the
Bureau of Land Management, the Forest
Service, the National Oceanic and Atmo-
spheric administration, the National Park
Service, the US Army Corps of Engineers,
and the Fish and Wildlife Service) formed
an Interagency Visitor Use Management
Council (IVUMC) to “increase awareness of
and commitment to proactive, professional,
and science-based visitor use management
on federally-managed lands and waters.”1
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They define “Visitor Use Management” as
the

proactive and adaptive process for manag-
ing characteristics of visitor use and the nat-
ural and managerial setting using a variety
of strategies and tools to achieve and main-
tain desired resource conditions and visitor
experiences.

They emphasize that managing visitor
access and use for recreational benefits and
resource protection is inherently complex,
requiring consideration of natural and social
science studies, management experience,
and professional judgment.

This article briefly describes the new
IVUMC Visitor Use Management (VUM)
planning and decisionmaking process and
provides support for this and carrying capac-
ity decisionmaking through a state-of-
knowledge review and synthesis of the recre-
ation ecology literature organized around
five core visitor impact management strate-
gies. This review informs development of a
comprehensive “management toolbox” of
options that extend beyond use reduction to
include the redistribution of visitor use, im-
proved sustainability of recreation infra-
structures, persuasive communication and
regulations to promote low impact behav-
iors, and restoration practices to accelerate
the recovery of resource conditions judged
to exceed acceptable limits. Recreation ecol-
ogy studies that have developed resource
condition assessment and monitoring meth-
ods are also briefly reviewed.

From Carrying Capacity to
Visitor Use Management

Wildland managers operate under laws
and administrative policies, directing them
to achieve a “balance” between competing
“recreation provision” and “resource protec-
tion” objectives. For example, the Wilder-
ness Act (P.L. 88-577) defines Wilderness as
“undeveloped” lands “without permanent
improvements,” which “has outstanding op-
portunities for solitude or a primitive and
unconfined type of recreation” and where
“the imprint of man’s work is substantially
unnoticeable.” The traditional body of
knowledge developed by managers and sci-
entists to address the negative impacts of vis-
itation to resource and social conditions was
termed “carrying capacity.” Whereas the
early management activity and literature fo-
cused on defining a numeric limit on visitor
numbers below which resource and social
conditions would be protected, several de-
cades of management and research experi-

ence have demonstrated that amount of use
is strongly correlated with the magnitude of
resource impact only at low levels of use (see
Marion et al. 2016). Thus, limiting use is
often an ineffective means for achieving re-
source protection objectives on moderate- to
high-use trails and recreation sites, prompt-
ing the need to consider a diverse array of
alternative considerations and actions (Wa-
gar 1964, Leung and Marion 2000a, Man-
ning 2007, 2011). This is widely accepted in
the context of minimizing resource impacts,
although court challenges based on dated
laws specifying the role that numerical limits
should play in carrying capacity planning
continue to focus management attention on
visitor numbers (Capacity Work Group
2010, Graefe et al. 2011, Whittaker et al.
2011).

To illustrate the influence of other fac-
tors, consider a typical natural-surfaced trail
that receives the same amount of use over its
length yet has sections that are variously nar-
row or wide, dry or muddy, and smooth or
eroded. Factors such as vegetation and soil
type and the sustainability of the trail’s de-
sign, construction, and maintenance vary
along the trail and their substantial influence
is readily apparent to both visitors and trail
professionals (Marion and Leung 2004). Be-
cause of the general asymptotic use/impact
relationship and strong influence of other
factors, reducing use on a heavily used trail
by 20% is often unlikely to result in any
meaningful improvement in trail condi-
tions. The recreation ecology studies re-
viewed in this article reveal that other factors
are generally more effective for minimizing
resource impacts, including sustainable sit-
ing and designs for recreation trails, sites,
and facilities relative to topography and

soil/vegetation type, actions that spatially
concentrate activity to a limited “footprint”
of disturbance, and regulations and persua-
sive communication that promote low-im-
pact behaviors (Leung and Marion 2000a,
Marion 2014, Hammitt et al. 2015). Similar
findings have been identified for social im-
pacts like crowding and conflict, such as the
significant influence of visitor motives, use
type, user behavior, and the location or tim-
ing of encounters (Manning 2007, 2011).

An array of planning and decisionmak-
ing frameworks have been developed to pro-
vide guidance for this expanded complexity
(Manning 2011). These frameworks are
more broadly focused on managing visitor
use to protect resources and provide high-
quality experiences, with numeric carrying
capacity determinations included as an op-
tion when needed or required by law. The
most widely applied frameworks are the US
Department of Agriculture Forest Service
Limits of Acceptable Change (LAC) and the
National Park Service Visitor Experience
and Resource Protection (VERP) frame-
works (Stankey et al. 1985, National Park
Service 1997). Common attributes include
prescriptive management objectives that de-
fine desired resource and social conditions,
selection of indicators and standards of ac-
ceptable change, monitoring to compare
current conditions with standards, and im-
plementation and evaluation of corrective
management actions. These frameworks
have been incorporated into many federal
protected area planning documents, al-
though staffing and funding levels fre-
quently challenge and even prevent manag-
ers from sustaining their effective use
(Farrell and Marion 2002, Manning 2007).
In response, Farrell and Marion (2002) pro-

Management and Policy Implications

Wildland managers struggle to balance their resource protection and recreation provision objectives. Over
the course of six decades, the recreation carrying capacity concept has been repeatedly applied and revised
as a management tool, evolving from a simplistic focus on fixed visitation limits to comprehensive
decisionmaking frameworks focused on sustaining high-quality recreational opportunities. Recreation
ecology studies investigating relationships between amount of visitor use and the magnitude of resource
impacts consistently find that use and impact are strongly related only at initial and low levels of visitation,
with weak correlations at higher use levels. However, unacceptable resource impacts often occur on
well-established and heavily used trails and recreation sites: reducing use to improve their condition is
generally an ineffective practice. An increasing number of recreation ecology studies describe the efficacy
of alternative management interventions, including the siting, design, construction, and maintenance of
more sustainable trails and recreation sites, the spatial and temporal redistribution of visitor use, and
persuasive communication or regulations that encourage visitors to apply low-impact practices.
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posed the Protected Areas Visitor Impact
Management (PAVIM) framework, which
increases efficiency through greater reliance
on expert panels of managers, scientists, and
knowledgeable stakeholders.

More recently, the IVUMC has devel-
oped a new VUM planning and decision-
making framework to provide consistent
guidance for federal land management agen-
cies (Figure 1).1 This framework is similar to
and consistent with LAC and VERP but in-
corporates lessons learned from agency expe-
rience to address past planning and legal
challenges (Graefe et al. 2011, Whittaker et al.
2011). For example, it contains a “sliding
scale of analysis” in each step to match ana-
lytical investments with the level of com-
plexity and risk associated with the issues be-
ing addressed. VUM incorporates additional
guidance for carrying capacity decisionmak-
ing when needed, but its primary focus is on
visitor use management topics, including
park development, transportation planning,
and commercial uses. Implementation of
VUM has already begun in several federal
agencies.

Recreation ecology knowledge provides
essential information for a number of key
VUM framework elements and steps (Figure
1). For example, methods to quantitatively
describe and monitor different types of rec-
reation-related resource impacts over time
are a core component of recreation ecology
studies (Hill and Pickering 2009, Leung et al.
2011, Marion et al. 2011a, Cole 2013a,
Cole and Parsons 2013). These types of
studies are applicable to VUM steps 3, 5, 7,

8, 11, and 13. Many recreation ecology
studies use relational analyses to model re-
source degradation, revealing insights that
inform the selection of effective manage-
ment interventions (Hadwen et al. 2008,
Olive and Marion 2009, Pickering 2010,
Wimpey and Marion 2010, Monz et al.
2013). These types of studies are critical to
VUM steps 8, 9, 10, 13, and 14. A few stud-
ies have even evaluated the efficacy of imple-
mented management actions (Reid and
Marion 2004, 2005, Marion and Reid
2007, Marion et al. 2008).

Monitoring Visitor Impacts
Visitor impact monitoring protocols

are often developed by scientists for use by
managers to provide accurate and precise
data on physical attributes (e.g., trail width
or campsite size), vegetation cover, tree
damage, and soil exposure, muddiness, or
loss (Marion 1991, Cole 2006). More thor-
ough reviews of the visitor impact monitor-
ing literature, assessment methods and man-
uals, and examples of monitoring data
indicators can be found in publications for
formal trails (Dixon et al. 2004, Hawes et al.
2006, Hill and Pickering 2009, Marion and
Carr 2009, Marion and Leung 2011, Mar-
ion et al. 2006, 2011a), informal (visitor-
created) trails (Leung and Louie 2008,
Leung et al. 2011, Marion and Wimpey
2011, Marion et al. 2011b), and recreation
sites and campsites (Marion and Carr 2007,
2009, Cole 2013a, Cole and Parsons 2013,
Newsome et al. 2013).

Managing Visitor Impacts
A diverse array of visitor use manage-

ment strategies and actions has been pro-
posed to address visitor impact management
problems (Anderson et al. 1998, Hendee
and Dawson 2002, Hammitt et al. 2015).
Cole et al. (1987) proposed eight categories
of strategies and tactics with management
guidance to address common wilderness
management problems, reorganized into
five core strategies in Table 1. Management
interventions seek to avoid or minimize im-
pacts by manipulating either use-related fac-
tors (e.g., amount or type of use and user
behaviors) or environmental factors (e.g.,
environmental resistance and resilience re-
lated to vegetation or soil attributes, topog-
raphy, and others) (Pickering 2010, Ham-
mitt et al. 2015).

The balance of this article reviews the
most relevant and recent recreation ecology
literature that informs the selection of effec-
tive visitor impact management strategies
and actions presented under the five core
strategies outlined in Table 1. These can be
broadly grouped into two categories: visitor
management strategies (Table 1, numbers 1,
2, and 4) that reduce use, concentrate or dis-
perse recreation activity on durable sub-
strates, or modify visitor behavior to mini-
mize resource impact and site management
strategies (Table 1, numbers 3 and 5) that
develop sustainable impact-resistant trails
and recreation sites or close and hasten re-
covery on unnecessary or less sustainable
trails and sites.

Figure 1. The Interagency Visitor Use Management Council has developed a new Visitor Use Management framework for federal land
management agencies that includes four core elements and 14 steps.
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Indirect versus Direct Actions. The
following examines some “traditional”
guidance regarding indirect versus direct
management actions. Some early scientists
suggested what has become a commonly
applied wilderness management principle:
that indirect management actions should be
applied first, followed by more direct actions
if needed. Another principle is that use lim-
itation should be a direct action of last re-
sort, applied only when other actions have
been shown to be ineffective (Hendee et al.
1990). Such guidance may seem appropriate
when one considers the potential negative
impacts of direct actions on visitor access,
freedom, and experiential quality. However,
Cole (1995d) suggests that such dogma can
be inappropriate when routinely applied, in
some instances preserving visitor freedoms
at the expense of environmental degrada-
tion. For example, Cole (1995d) and McAvoy
and Dustin (1983) argue that coercion can be
effective and necessary to halt the types of
degradation that occur quickly yet require
decades to recover from.

Consider research findings from the
Boundary Waters Canoe Area Wilderness
(BWCAW) and the Great Smoky Moun-
tains National Park (GSMNP) demonstrat-
ing substantial levels of tree damage and fell-
ing despite the long-term operation of
comprehensive low-impact educational pro-
grams in both areas. A study of campsite im-
pacts at GSMNP found 2,377 damaged

trees and 3,366 cut tree stumps (Marion and
Leung 1997), whereas current research on
81 BWCAW campsites tallied an average of
11 damaged trees and 18 tree stumps per
site, equating to 22,000 damaged trees and
36,000 felled trees for the entire area. These
findings suggest that the widely communi-
cated Leave No Trace firewood gathering
practices have failed to effectively limit tree
damage and felling and that a direct regula-
tion prohibiting woods tools (axes, hatchets,
saws) is justified and could be a more effec-
tive action. Consider also that tree damage
and felling are core reasons why protected
area managers are increasingly prohibiting
campfires: a 1991 survey of National Park
Service units with substantial backcountry

and wilderness found that 43% prohibited
campfires (Marion et al. 1993). Thus, limit-
ing one freedom (using woods tools) could
preserve another freedom (having a camp-
fire). Campers can have campfires without
these implements, and leaving them at home
avoids the felling of trees or the likelihood of
significant damage.

Selecting and implementing an effec-
tive management action to avoid or mini-
mize visitor impacts requires the following:
knowledge and consideration of the under-
lying causes and influential factors affecting
the impacts; and careful consideration of a
range of alternative actions to evaluate their
potential effectiveness and impact on visitor
experiences. The following sections review
recent research and case studies that have
effectively applied recreation ecology knowl-
edge to reduce visitor impacts under each of
the five core management strategies in-
cluded in Table 1. As will be revealed, effec-
tive management actions target the most in-
fluential factors, account for causal and
contextual factors, and often employ more
than one strategy or action.

The Visitor Impact Management
Toolbox

Manage Use Levels
As described in the accompanying arti-

cle (Marion et al. 2016), most forest types
have ground vegetation that is neither resis-
tant nor resilient to trampling; even open
meadow vegetation with resistant grasses
and sedges cannot sustain more than 1 or 2
weeks of camping. As depicted in Figure 2,
above a relatively low threshold of trampling
pressure, impacts occur rapidly as plants and
organic litter are trampled and lost. This is
followed by the exposure and loss of organic

Figure 2. A generalized model of the use-impact relationship for trampling on vegetation
and soil illustrating when use-reduction is and is not effective and the empirical basis for
effective dispersal and containment strategies.

Table 1. Core management strategies and actions for avoiding or minimizing resource
and social impacts in wildland settings.

Core strategies Management actions

1. Manage use levels Redistribute, discourage, or limit use (e.g., set access point or travel zone
quotas).

Redistribute or reduce use during times of peak use, in high use
locations, or when impact potential is high.

2. Modify the location of use Concentrate use on sustainable expansion-resistant trails and campsites
to limit the aggregate area of impact.

Disperse use on durable substrates at levels that prevent formation of
trails and campsites.

Encourage or require visitors to camp out of sight or a minimum
distance from trails and campsites.

Restrict certain types of use to specific locations (e.g., restrict horses to
trails and campsites designed for their use).

3. Increase resource resistance Construct, reconstruct, or maintain impact-resistant trails and campsites
(e.g., construct side-hill trails and campsites, install anchored campfire
rings).

4. Modify visitor behavior Persuasive communication, interpretation, or education: encourage or
require Leave No Trace practices when traveling and camping.

Regulation and enforcement: prohibit or require certain practices and
equipment when traveling and camping (e.g., feeding wildlife, safe
food/trash storage, woods tools).

5. Close and rehabilitate the resource Close and rehabilitate unnecessary or less sustainable trail segments and
campsites.

Adapted from Cole et al. (1987) and Marion (2003).
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soil and compaction of underlying mineral
soil. Once the majority of vegetation and
litter cover have been lost, soil compaction
occurs quickly, and further increases in visi-
tation result in diminishing amounts of veg-
etation and soil impact. Trail, campsite, and
experimental trampling studies have consis-
tently documented this nonlinear asymp-

totic use-impact relationship between the
amount of recreational trampling and most
types of vegetation and soil impacts (Cole
1995a, b, Monz et al. 2010, Hammitt et al.
2015). This asymptotic use-impact relation-
ship has also been consistently documented
in other countries with diverse vegetation
and soil types (Littlemore and Barker 2001,

Whinam and Chilcott 2003, Roovers et al.
2004, Hill and Pickering 2009, Pickering et
al. 2010, Newsome et al. 2013, Barros and
Pickering 2015).

The implication of this use-impact re-
lationship is that reducing use on well-estab-
lished moderate- to high-use trails and rec-
reation sites is unlikely to appreciably
diminish vegetation and soil impacts; it is an
ineffective strategy unless substantial reduc-
tions occur (Figure 2). In contrast, limiting
use within the low-use zone, where impacts
occur rapidly, can lead to substantial reduc-
tions in vegetation and soil impact. How-
ever, this zone occurs at relatively low levels
of traffic, generally between 3 and 15 nights
of camping per year or 50 to 250 passes per
year along a trail (Cole 1995a, 1995b,
1995c).

There are a few important caveats to
these general findings. Limitations on the
number of overnight groups during times of
peak use can effectively reduce the aggregate
area of camping disturbance by limiting the
number of campsites needed. Campsites are
often created by visitors during peak use pe-
riods when campsite occupancy rates are
high. Subsequent use of new campsites, even
a few nights/year, is sufficient to prevent
their recovery (Scherrer and Pickering 2006,
Cole 2013b). The timing and location of use
also influence the amount of impact that the
same number of visitors can have. For exam-
ple, visitors have substantially greater impact
on wet soils than on dry soils or on growing
plants than the senesced fall/winter rem-
nants. Visitors can also travel or camp on
durable nonvegetated substrates such as
gravel, rock, and snow or artificial substrates
such as wood and rockwork on trails that
support substantial traffic with very limited
impact. Finally, Monz et al. (2013) note the
possibility of alternative use-impact re-
sponse curves for other types of impact, in-
cluding wildlife responses and aquatic sys-
tems that may have differing management
implications.

Modify the Location of Use
What happens when recreational activ-

ities are unmanaged in protected natural ar-
eas? Studies reveal that unmanaged visita-
tion frequently results in considerably
greater recreational impact. For example, in-
formal (visitor-created) trails have design at-
tributes that make them less sustainable than
professionally designed formal trails (Wim-
pey and Marion 2011). Similarly, visitors
frequently create campsites in large flat areas

Figure 3. Successful dispersed camping is challenging to implement and requires visitors to
learn and apply Leave No Trace “pristine-site” camping practices.
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with fragile herbaceous vegetation along the
banks of streams. Site expansion and prolif-
eration are common in such areas, leading to
excessive resource impacts and problems
with visitor crowding and conflict (Cole
1993, Leung and Marion 2000b, Reid and
Marion 2004).

A manager’s ability to manipulate the
location of visitor activity is one of the most
powerful strategies in the visitor impact
management toolbox (Leung and Marion
1999). Managers can attempt to contain use
on a sustainable infrastructure of trails,
campsites, and recreation sites, focus inten-
sive traffic on the most durable artificial or
natural substrates, separate visitors to pro-
mote solitude or prevent conflicts, or dis-
perse use to levels that avoid lasting impact
(Hendee and Dawson 2002, Manning and
Anderson 2012). Let us begin by reexamin-
ing additional implications from the use-
impact curve in Figure 2. Consider a hypo-
thetical example of unregulated camping
with three campsites, each receiving 15
nights/year and cumulative resource impact
equivalent to three times the “a” amount
(Figure 2). The most effective dispersal strat-
egy would eliminate all persistent impacts by
shifting use from the 3 sites to 45 forested
sites or to 15–20 meadow sites (due to their
greater trampling resistance) (Cole 1992,
1995c).

The core objective of a dispersal strat-
egy is to reduce traffic to levels that prevent
formation of resource impacts lasting more
than a year (Cole and Monz 2003, 2004);
this level of dispersal would also effectively
resolve problems with visitor crowding and

conflict. Successful dispersed camping re-
quires visitors to apply Leave No Trace
“pristine site” camping practices (Figure 3),
which are facilitated by camping in areas
with little ground vegetation or on resistant
and resilient dry grasses (Figure 4) or using
hammocks (Marion 2014). Unfortunately,
few managers have had success with a disper-
sal strategy for the following reasons: limita-
tions on the number of available camping
areas with resistant vegetation and/or dura-
ble substrates; an inability to effectively in-
form visitors of the strategy and associated
“pristine site” camping practices; and failure
by visitors to adhere to the dispersal strategy
and practices. This strategy has, however,
been effectively applied in some remote low-
use protected areas, particularly in Alaska
(Marion and Wimpey 2011).

For protected areas with moderate to
high visitation, a containment and concen-
tration strategy is preferred and has been ef-
fectively applied (Leung and Marion 1999).
The core objective of a concentration strat-
egy is to contain camping impact to the
smallest number of sites needed and to spa-
tially concentrate camping activity on each
site to minimize the total or aggregate area of
camping disturbance (Cole 1992, Leung
and Marion 2004, Hammitt et al. 2015). As
shown in Figure 2, managers would close
two campsites and shift use to the third,
preferably a site with durable substrates and
limited expansion potential. Because of the
curvilinear use-impact relationship, impact
on this third site would increase only mar-
ginally, from “a” to “b,” and aggregate im-
pact would decline substantially, from three

sites with an “a” level of impact to one site
with a “b” level of impact (Figure 2). Effec-
tive application of this strategy requires ed-
ucation and/or regulations directing visitors
to camp only on designated or well-estab-
lished campsites and to spatially concentrate
their activities within core areas. Problems
with crowding and conflict can be resolved
by physically separating campsites from each
other and from trails (Manning and Ander-
son 2012).

A containment strategy minimizes ag-
gregate impact by restricting camping to a
small number of designated expansion-resis-
tant campsites, with the greatest effect
achieved through a reservation system that
links groups to specific campsites to achieve
high occupancy rates. Unfortunately, reser-
vation systems force visitors to adopt a rigid
itinerary that may be difficult to keep and
which substantially limits freedom and
spontaneity (Stewart 1989). Less rigid con-
tainment options require or ask visitors to
use any available designated or “well-estab-
lished” campsite, which allows managers to
close and restore unnecessary and/or less sus-
tainable sites (Cole and Benedict 1983, Reid
and Marion 2004). To avoid the “musical
chairs” dilemma of too many groups for
available site numbers managers must match
the number and distribution of campsites
with surveys of camping demand or manip-
ulate entry point or travel zone quotas to
match demand with supply. Although reser-
vation systems can achieve exceptionally
high campsite occupancy rates, designated
or established site camping without reserva-
tions can still reduce aggregate camping im-
pact by targeting occupancy rates in the 50–
80% range. These less rigid camping
management options trade off the benefits
of increased visitor freedom against the re-
source protection “cost” of retaining a larger
inventory of campsites with greater aggre-
gate impact. Visitors may need to share sites
or employ pristine site camping during peak
use periods if all available sites are used.

Another important and relevant recre-
ation ecology research finding is that re-
source impacts occur rapidly on new trails
and campsites but that recovery rates are
substantially slower (Leung and Marion
2000, Cole 2013b, Hammitt et al. 2015). At
Delaware Water Gap National Recreation
Area, experimental trampling and longitudi-
nal campsite research found stable condi-
tions with little annual change on well-es-
tablished campsites over a 5-year period, but
substantial resource changes on new camp-

Figure 4. The author assessing camping impacts to vegetation on campsites in the Boundary
Waters Canoe Area Wilderness. Note that recreational traffic has eliminated most herba-
ceous plants and favored grasses and sedges, which are better able to resist or recover
from trampling damage. (Photo by Holly Eagleston.)
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sites, primarily occurring during their first
year of use (Marion and Cole 1996). By year
3, resource conditions on the new campsites
resembled those on well-established camp-
sites. In contrast, campsites closed to use re-
covered at much slower annual rates and af-
ter 6 years the floristic composition of
vegetation still differed from that of adjacent
undisturbed areas, despite more favorable
recovery conditions and rates than reported
in most other recovery studies.

The principal implications of these
findings are the following: that aggregate
camping impact is optimally minimized by
containing camping activity to a small num-
ber of well-used expansion-resistant camp-
sites and that temporary closure and rest-
rotation schemes are ineffective because
impact rates far exceed recovery rates. Sev-
eral recreation ecology studies support and
illustrate these findings and implications
with empirical data. The managers at Dela-
ware Water Gap National Recreation Area
closed 39 of the least sustainable river camp-
sites, shifting their visitation to the most re-
sistant 77 remaining sites. To minimize
campsite size, they sought to concentrate
camping activities by installing anchored fire
rings to attract use to their vicinity (Marion
1995). This containment strategy was
highly effective, reducing the total area of
camping disturbance from 303,229 to
150,915 ft2, a 50% reduction over 5 years.
Despite higher occupancy rates and use, me-
dian campsite size declined slightly, from
1,367 to 1,302 ft2, attributed to the selec-
tion of expansion-resistant sites and in-
creased spatial concentration of activity
around the fire rings.

At Shenandoah National Park, manag-
ers converted an ineffective dispersed camp-
ing strategy to a containment strategy by
closing and rehabilitating large numbers of
wilderness campsites (Reid and Marion
2004). A core factor in selecting campsites to
remain open was their expansion potential
related to topography, rockiness, and dense
woody vegetation. Within three areas se-
lected for study, 73 campsites with an aggre-
gate disturbed area of 22,842 ft2 were re-
duced to 37 campsites and a disturbed area
of 11,292 ft2. Campsite numbers were re-
duced by 49%, aggregate area of disturbance
by 50%, and mean size by 3%, despite an
estimated 53% increase in campsite visita-
tion (from 19 to 29 nights/year). Campsite
occupancy rates increased from 16 to 50%.
These results substantiate Cole’s (1992) the-
oretical campsite impact model.

In an Arkansas wilderness Cole and
Ferguson (2009) report managers used trail
relocation, education, campsite closures,
and site restoration work to reduce campsite
numbers by 40%, from 91 to 54 sites over
13 years; 21 new campsites were created but
58 sites recovered such that they were no
longer recognizable. Cole and Fitchler
(1983) present results from campsite studies
in three western wilderness areas, conclud-
ing that impacts are best minimized by lim-
iting use to a small number of sustainable
and professionally managed sites, with dis-
persed pristine site camping reserved for re-
mote low-use areas. Finally, managers may
find that combined strategies can offer sub-
stantial flexibility in balancing resource pro-
tection and recreation provision objectives.
For example, managers might prohibit
camping in sensitive cultural and natural re-
source areas, employ designated site camp-
ing in moderate use areas, and enact reserved
site camping at the most popular destina-
tions.

These same relationships and implica-
tions apply for limiting trail impacts. Land
managers have long used a containment
strategy by focusing all types of traffic onto
sustainably designed and “hardened” trails.
However, formal trails can rarely access all of
the locations sought by visitors (e.g., climb-
ing sites, fishing/swimming holes, and vis-
tas) so some off-trail travel is inevitable. Un-
fortunately, unmanaged visitation tends to
create large networks of informal trails with
duplicative routings and alignments that are
less sustainable than professionally designed
trails (Wimpey and Marion 2011, Barros et
al. 2013). This maximizes impact compared
with that of a dispersal strategy that avoids
informal trail formation or a strict contain-
ment strategy that focuses travel on new for-
mal trails or on a selection of resistant infor-
mal trails. See Cole (1992) for additional
insights and management implications
based on modeling relationships between re-
source impact and amount of use, vegetation
fragility, and degree of activity concentra-
tion.

Management experience at Acadia Na-
tional Park illustrates the application of rec-
reation ecology findings to reduce informal
trail impacts. Jacobi (2004) reported 1996
survey data documenting a 2.96-mile net-
work of informal trails on Little Moose Is-
land, a small undeveloped “wilderness” is-
land accessible by foot only during low tide.
After consultations with trail and recreation
ecology specialists, park staff implemented

an action plan in 2001 that selected 1.09
miles of resistant informal trails to retain
while closing the remainder through light
brushing and temporary signage. A Leave
No Trace educational sign asked visitors to
stay on the well-established trails or exposed
rock surfaces when exploring the island.
Minimal vegetation trimming and natural-
appearing tread work was conducted on the
retained informal trails, but they were not
maintained to formal trail standards. Moni-
toring evaluations in 2003 revealed no major
changes in vegetation cover for the selected
trails and substantial recovery underway on
the closed trails.

Increase Resource Resistance
The recreation ecology literature has

numerous studies documenting the wide
range in resistance and resilience of vegeta-
tion and soil types or topography to traffic
(see the accompanying article, Marion et al.
2016). This knowledge has been widely ap-
plied by managers to shift recreational activ-
ities from fragile to resistant environmental
settings and facilities as described above or to
increase the resistance of existing facilities.
For example, when designing sustainable
trails, managers can increase their impact re-
sistance by keeping grades under 10%, by
employing side-hill alignments (angled
�60° from the contour line), and by favor-
ing substrates high in rock or gravel (Marion
and Leung 2004, Olive and Marion 2009).
To limit camping impact, managers can se-
lect sites or promote camping in dry grassy
meadows, which resist or quickly recover
from trampling damage. Campsite prolifer-
ation and expansion can be curtailed by des-
ignating small campsites within sloping ter-
rain.

Managers seeking to reduce resource
impacts can also apply more sustainable con-
struction and maintenance actions to in-
crease the ability of trails and recreation sites
to resist impact. A core objective is to limit
site size and aggregate the area of impact. For
existing sites, managers have installed facili-
ties that attract and spatially concentrate ac-
tivities, such as anchored fire grates in the
BWCAW or the Delaware Water Gap Na-
tional Recreation Area. If rock campfire
rings are used, managers can deeply embed a
few long rocks to identify and make perma-
nent an “official” fire site (Reid and Marion
2005). A camping post, campsite sign, or
paint blaze can signify the exact location of a
campsite in areas that prohibit campfires.
Reworking substrates to provide a few ideal
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tenting spots within the core campsite area,
paired with minimal digging in adjacent pe-
ripheral areas to ice-berg rocks or create shal-
low pits and mounds, can shrink campsite
sizes (Marion and Sober 1987, Manning
and Anderson 2012).

At Isle Royale National Park, managers
constructed “side-hill” campsites by cut-
and-fill digging, often enlarging smaller flat
spots (Figure 5) (Marion and Farrell 2002).
This practice has been widely implemented
along the Appalachian Trail (AT) to create
more than 600 side-hill campsites in the last
12 years (Marion 2003). The efficacy of this
practice was evaluated at Annapolis Rocks in
Maryland, selected by the Appalachian Trail
Conservancy as one of the two “most im-
pacted AT camping areas” (Manning and
Anderson 2012). In 2003, AT club and trail
crew staff shifted overnight camping from
19 visitor-created campsites in flat terrain
(43,100 ft2 aggregate area of disturbance) to
14 constructed side-hill campsites in sloping
terrain (5,759 ft2 postconstruction area of
disturbance) (Daniels and Marion 2006b).
After 10 years of use, the aggregate area of
disturbance on the new side-hill campsites
increased to 8,574 ft2, still an 80% reduc-
tion from the initial condition (J.L. Marion,
US Geological Survey, unpub. data, Jan. 15,
2016). The majority of site expansion oc-
curred on three group use campsites, two of
which were located in flatter terrain (grade
of �15%; 20–25% is ideal). In addition,
site caretakers reported that many large
groups do not split up to camp on separate
sites as requested.

Trail construction and maintenance ac-
tivities can increase trail resistance by adding
stonework, gravel, borders, or boardwalks
(Wimpey and Marion 2010); research by

Hill and Pickering (2006) found differences
in trailside vegetation cover and composi-
tion related to several of these factors. Trail
professionals can design, construct, and
maintain trails with adequate numbers of
tread grade reversals and drainage features
(e.g., water crossings, water bars, drainage
dips, ditching, and out-sloped treads) (Inter-
national Mountain Bicycling Association
2004, 2007, Hesselbarth et al. 2007).

Other options developed and applied in
frontcountry and backcountry settings re-
quire review and evaluation before use in
designated wilderness. Geotextile fabrics
and cellular confinement products such as
geogrids and geocells have been effective in
increasing the resistance and load-bearing
capacity of wet tread substrates; other effec-
tive products include drainage mats (Poly-
net) and turf reinforcement mats (Pyramat)
(Monlux and Vachowski 2000, Meyer
2002, Marion and Leung 2004).2 A number
of chemical binders and natural soil stabili-
zation products have also been developed
that increase the adhesion of substrates, im-
proving moisture resistance and bearing and
shear strength (Bergmann 1995, Meyer
2002). In general, site management actions
should remain “substantially unnoticeable”
to visitors—they should be visually and eco-
logically less obtrusive to natural conditions
than the visitor impacts that prompted their
consideration (Marion and Sober 1987).

Modify Visitor Behavior
Many visitor impacts are directly re-

lated to human behavior: uninformed, un-
skilled, or careless behaviors performed by
visitors who truly cherish the places they
visit (Hendee and Dawson 2002, Manning
2003). When managers reach into their

toolbox for options to address recreation-re-
lated impacts, persuasive communication
focused on low-impact outdoor practices
and ethics is often a preferred and effective
choice (Newman et al. 2003, Marion and
Reid 2007, Lawhon et al. 2013). Hendee
and Dawson (2002) note that visitors are
highly receptive to interpretive and commu-
nication programs, which can improve the
quality of visitor experiences by building a
deeper appreciation for protected areas, in-
cluding appropriate low-impact behaviors,
experiences, and values (see also Powell and
Ham 2008, Ham et al. 2009).

With its 1970s origin in wilderness, the
US Leave No Trace program has grown in
scope to encompass a diverse array of wilder-
ness, backcountry, frontcountry, and even
urban low-impact practices (Marion and
Reid 2001, Brame and Cole 2011, Marion
2014). The use of persuasive communica-
tion is an “indirect” option focused on ex-
panding visitor awareness of the potential
for negative cultural, natural, and experien-
tial impacts and encouraging visitors to learn
and apply low-impact outdoor skills and
ethics (Hendee and Dawson 2002). Modifi-
cation of behavior through regulations and
their enforcement is an alternative “direct”
management option for changing high-im-
pact visitor behaviors. Recreation ecologists
have increasingly collaborated with social
scientists on applied studies to evaluate the
efficacy of alternative communication op-
tions for improving adoption of low-impact
behaviors. Several of these collaborative
studies are reviewed here, although a much
larger body of literature exists (see Ham et al.
2009, Kim et al. 2011).

Local, state, and federal land managers,
nonprofit organizations, and commercial
businesses have widely adopted the national
Leave No Trace program to convey a consis-
tent set of low-impact practices to outdoor
visitors. The Leave No Trace Center for
Outdoor Ethics,3 with many partners and
supporters, has strived to develop effective
science-based low-impact practices (Cole
1989, Marion 2014). In addition, numerous
recent studies have investigated the theory
and mechanisms necessary for educational
interventions to cause behavior change
(Marion and Reid 2007, Heimlich and Ar-
doin 2008, Lawhon et al. 2013, Vagias et al.
2014) and to evaluate the efficacy of persua-
sive communication interventions (Widner
and Roggenbuck 2000, Daniels and Marion
2006a, Winter 2006, Park et al. 2008, Bro-
mley et al. 2013). Agency communication

Figure 5. Left. Side-hill campsite with two tent pads and a cook site. Right. Side-hill campsite
on the Appalachian Trail.
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programs employ an array of media to con-
vey messaging, including printed material
(signs, pamphlets, and books), verbal com-
munication (permitting, interpretive talks,
and staff encounters), multimedia and web-
sites, and online or in-person courses (Mar-
ion and Reid 2007).

A core question remains: How effective
are these programs in encouraging the
adoption of low-impact practices? An in-
formation-processing model developed by
McGuire (1985) describes the necessary
steps by which visitors receive, process, com-
prehend, accept (yield), retain, and act on a
persuasive message. Efficacy studies have
most frequently used visitor surveys, which
can evaluate knowledge gain or ask visitors
to report on their recent use of recom-
mended low-impact practices. For example,
Cole et al. (1997) assessed the first three
steps of McGuire’s model, finding that visi-
tors who viewed a wilderness trailhead bul-
letin board correctly answered 41% of the
questions on a low-impact knowledge quiz,
compared to 16% for a control group. An
Acadia National Park study investigating
communication and site management ac-
tions designed to discourage off-trail hiking
found that based on self-reported behavior, a
trailhead sign combined with small symbolic
“no-hiking” prompter signs placed at inter-
sections with well-used informal (visitor-
created) trails reduced off-trail hiking from
68% in the control to 17% (Park et al.
2008). In a study of visitors to eight wilder-
ness areas, Christensen and Cole (2000) an-
alyzed reported behavior related to persua-
sive messaging asking visitors to camp away
from water. Despite visitors’ preferences to
camp near water, they found that more than
80% were willing to be persuaded to camp
away from water; resource protection argu-
ments were more compelling than social rea-
sons.

Visitors may not be accurate in report-
ing behaviors after the fact. Greater validity
in determining efficacy can be achieved us-
ing observers or cameras to evaluate visitor
behavior. Winter (2006) used video record-
ings to evaluate the effectiveness of four al-
ternative wordings for a message designed to
discourage off-trail hiking in Sequoia and
Kings Canyon National Park. An injunc-
tive-proscriptive wording (“Please don’t go
off the established paths and trails, to protect
the Sequoias and natural vegetation in this
park”) reduced off-trail hiking from 31% in
the control to 5.1%.

A study by Hockett et al. (2010) used

concealed observers to evaluate persuasive
communication and site management treat-
ments to reduce off-trail hiking and protect
rare plants in C&O Canal National Histor-
ical Park. Educational trailhead signs and
symbolic prompter signs at all intersections
with informal trails reduced off-trail hiking
from 26 to 6.5%. At Zion National Park, a
persuasive sign and personally communi-
cated messages designed to deter visitors
from feeding wildlife significantly reduced
the percentage of groups that intentionally
attracted chipmunks from 24% in the
control to 3% for both treatments (Marion
et al. 2008). Groups who unintentionally
dropped food declined from 41 to 10%
when signs were present and to 5% when
personal communication was used.

Although persuasive messaging can be
effective, some managers believe that direct
regulations are more effective (McAvoy and
Dustin 1983, Cole 1995d). This may not be
true, definitive research needs to be con-
ducted in wildland settings. For example,
Reid and Marion (2005) evaluated manage-
ment actions to address campfire impacts in
several parks and wilderness areas, finding
within three national parks where back-
country and wilderness campfires were pro-
hibited that nearly half the campsites
(48%, 280 of 582 sites) still had campfire
sites. Further, they found 511 damaged trees
on campsites in these parks, ranging from 28
to 78% of all campsite trees, indicating that
regulations prohibiting campfires are also
ineffective in substantially reducing tree
damage (bans had been in effect for 15–20
years).

Federal law prohibits feeding wildlife in
all national parks and wildlife refuges (36
C.F.R. § 2.2), yet both intentional and un-
intentional wildlife feeding are common
problems in national parks. For example, at
Grand Canyon National Park managers
were forced to kill 22 deer that had become
aggressive and dangerous due to feeding by
visitors, common in frontcountry and wild-
land locations (Leslie 1995). Autopsies con-
ducted on some of the food-attracted deer
showed malnourished animals with up to 5
pounds of plastic and foil food wrappers ob-
structing their intestines. In the previously
cited Zion National Park study, 24% of the
observed hikers fed chipmunks during the
control period, even though the park’s pro-
hibition on wildlife feeding was widely com-
municated through roadside signs and mes-
sages in the park newspaper, visitor centers,
and buses (Marion et al. 2008).

Close and Rehabilitate the Resource
Management that avoids or minimizes

recreation impact is always a primary goal,
but sometimes unnecessary trails and camp-
sites are created or impacts occur at unsus-
tainable or sensitive locations or exceed ac-
ceptable levels of change. Closure, with
unassisted recovery and/or active restoration
to achieve natural conditions, is a final strat-
egy in the management toolbox. Some crit-
ical precautions are necessary to ensure pre-
vention of recurring use at the closed
feature(s) and to ensure that actions will
achieve greater spatial concentration of rec-
reation activity on more resistant and sus-
tainably designed trails or sites than within
the areas being closed (Figure 6).

Recovery rates are dependent on many
factors, including length of growing season,
soil texture, fertility, moisture, sunlight pen-
etration, and size of the disturbed area and
severity of disturbance (Reid and Marion
2004, Cole 2013b). For example, recovery
rates on large highly impacted campsites and
trails can be extremely slow in subalpine and
alpine ecosystems because of the low rates of
plant establishment and growth (Zabinski et
al. 2002, Scherrer and Pickering 2006, Wil-
lard et al. 2007, Cole 2013b). In contrast,
Marion and Cole (1996) found substantial
vegetative recovery of moderately impacted
campsites and experimentally trampled
lanes over 5 years in a Pennsylvania riparian
floodplain.

A number of recent studies have evalu-
ated the efficacy of various restoration treat-
ments designed to accelerate recovery pro-
cesses. Cole (2013b) assessed recovery over
15 years on six wilderness campsites in Ore-
gon’s Eagle Cap Wilderness, finding virtu-
ally no vegetation cover on control plots that
had received no restoration treatments (un-
assisted natural recovery). Treatments in-
cluded soil scarification to 15 cm followed
by application of several types of organic
mulches and locally collected vegetative
transplants or seeds. After 3 years about 85%
of the transplants had survived, and their
growth and cover were significantly greater
on plots with organic and compost amend-
ments than on scarified plots. Scarification
improved the establishment of volunteer
seedlings, but seedling density on seeded
plots was more than 5 times higher. A treat-
ment with organic matter and compost soil
increased seedling survival during hot, dry
periods and enhanced seedling growth; sup-
plemental watering was also critical during
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the germination period of the first growing
season.

Continued assessments over an addi-
tional 12 years found that scarification alone
yielded plots with only 4% vegetation cover,
whereas plots receiving the most effective
treatment (scarification, organic and com-
post amendments, and transplants) had
28% cover compared with 50% in adjacent
undisturbed control plots (Cole and Spildie
2007, Cole 2013b). The authors note that
study treatments were not very effective for
restoring native plant composition; gramin-
oids comprised 69% of the vegetative cover
on closed campsites but only 26% on con-
trol plots. A similar study was conducted in
Idaho’s Sawtooth Wilderness, finding that
staff-intensive restoration work can reduce
recovery times from more than 100 years to
several decades (Cole et al. 2012). This study
demonstrated the benefits of using larger
transplants, fertilization, and watering dur-
ing dry periods for the initial years.

Conclusion
Visitor impact management problems

will continue to confront wilderness and
other protected natural area managers as vis-
itation continues to increase. New longitu-
dinal studies of campsites are describing the
cumulative effects of long-term use and im-
pact, providing additional challenges to rec-
reation managers (Cole et al. 2008, Cole

2013a). In response, the land management
agencies could do more to increase the capa-
bilities and professional development of
their visitor use management staff. The
agencies could focus on recreation ecology
studies that target sustainability topics, in-
cluding the relative influence of factors that
managers can manipulate to avoid or mini-
mize impacts. Two core challenges will be
improving the stewardship and sustainabil-
ity of our recreation infrastructure and de-
veloping and fostering adoption of low-im-
pact outdoor practices and ethics.

Unfortunately, the recreation ecology
field of study has long been characterized by
exceptionally few full-time scientists, num-
bering less than 10 worldwide since the first
recreation ecologist began his career in
1978. Cole et al. (1987) noted that of 44
recreation ecology articles published from
1980 to 1985, 18 were published by only
two authors. The situation is only margin-
ally improved today. Currently, there are six
PhD recreation ecologists in the United
States, three at universities, two at federal
agencies (an National Park Service visitor
use management park planner and a US
Geological Survey scientist), and one who
started a private firm to provide professional
consulting and research on trails and visitor
impact management.

Recreation ecology research is growing

internationally, with a small program of re-
search in Australia and new collaborations
between US and Australian scientists. There
are also an increasing number of recreation
ecology studies published by scientists from
other fields of study. A few have focused on
sustainability, such as a study by Morrocco
and Ballantyne (2007) in the British Isles
that investigated footpath morphology and
the influence of vegetation and soil type on
trail conditions. Another study by Hawes et
al. (2013) applied geographic information
system (GIS) analyses to predict the sustain-
ability of trails in Tasmania. The recreation
ecology field of study is beginning to ex-
pand, although US and international sup-
port of these studies remains limited, with
relatively few of the career paths available to
attract new students.

This article sought to review and inte-
grate findings from the field of recreation
ecology focused on visitor impact manage-
ment and carrying capacity. Over time, this
research has shifted from an emphasis on
use-impact relationships to investigations of
additional causal and noncausal factors that
influence the nature and severity of recre-
ation impacts. Five core management strat-
egies for avoiding or minimizing recreation
impacts in wildland settings were identified
to highlight the most effective tools in the
visitor impact management toolbox. The
most recent recreation ecology research
findings were presented and examined to
make science-based knowledge more acces-
sible and understandable to planners and
managers, who in turn can integrate their
professional knowledge and experience to
better interpret and apply these results. The
new Visitor Use Management framework
provides additional guidance to profession-
alize the process for the continued preserva-
tion of natural conditions and processes in
our protected natural areas and the sustained
flow of high-quality recreational experi-
ences.

Endnotes
1. For more information, see visitorusemanagement.

nps.gov/.
2. Use of trade, product, or firm names does not

imply endorsement by the US Government.
3. For more information, see www.LNT.org.
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